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Accelerated TRU Disposal Status

- Remediation: 42%
- Disposed: 22%
- MLLW: 4%
- In Characterization: 9%
- Awaiting Characterization: 19%
- Characterization Issues: 3%
- Ready to Ship: 2%
DUO Status

• **Scope:** dispose all remaining DUO drums off-site

• **5,408 drums sent to EnergySolutions Clive Facility by train**
  – State of Utah is currently prohibiting any additional DUO disposal

• **806 drums sent to ORNL to support U-233 Blending Project**

• **~9,390 drums being sent to NNSS by truck.**
  – Estimate 450 truck shipments needed
  – First shipment made 1/27/11
  – As of 2/24/11, 27 shipments containing 644 drums have been completed